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of the widely-acknowledged techniques that are of paramount importance for quality assurance. There are different types of testing
strategies that can be adopted to test a software system, such as
unit testing [27]. Unit testing involves developers testing the smallest unit in the production codebase, which is typically a method.
Hence, this process requires developers writing test code to exercise
production code.
Even though the unit test code will not be executed in production, it is essential that developers follow standard programming
practices when implementing a test suite. This practice ensures that
the production code is effectively exercised and enables developers
to easily identify defects in the system. Similar to traditional code
smells, i.e., bad programming practices, unit tests may also suffer
from smells that are exclusive to the testing domain [16]. Furthermore, just like how traditional code smells cause a system to be
more prone to changes and defects [20], it has been shown that test
smells may negatively impact the quality of the system [30].
Therefore, there is a growing need to incorporate the verification of bad testing practices into modern code reviews. While there
exist open-source quality assurance tools, such as PMD [3], Checkstyle [1], and FindBugs [2], which primarily focus on detecting a
variety of quality issues in production code, the number of opensource tools that detect a wide variety of test smells and supports
integration with continuous integration frameworks is limited.
This paper introduces tsDetect, an open-source tool that currently supports the detection of 19 common test smells, i.e., deviations from good unit testing programming practices, as advocated
in xUnit guidelines [16, 17]. These 19 smells are part of the catalog
of unit test smells, and details about their definitions, rationale, and
examples appear in published literature [22]. tsDetect takes, as
input, software project source code and first separates the set of unit
test files from production source files, then generates their Abstract
Syntax Trees (ASTs) in order to search for any predefined patterns
of bad test programming practices syntactically using detection
rules. tsDetect generates, as output, a file containing all detected
violations. tsDetect has been designed to be easy to extend, i.e.,
developers can easily calibrate the predefined rules and add their
own customized rules if needed. Moreover, although tsDetect
currently detects 19 test smells, it is designed with a high level of
flexibility to incorporate new smell types easily, and also permits
the customization of the existing smell detection rules as shown
later in Section 3, where we discuss the architecture of the tool.
To evaluate the correctness of tsDetect, we performed a qualitative analysis on a benchmark of 65 unit test files that contain
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The test code, just like production source code, is subject to bad
design and programming practices, also known as smells. The presence of test smells in a software project may affect the quality, maintainability, and extendability of test suites making them less effective in finding potential faults and quality issues in the project’s production code. In this paper, we introduce tsDetect, an automated
test smell detection tool for Java software systems that uses a set of
detection rules to locate existing test smells in test code. We evaluate
the effectiveness of tsDetect on a benchmark of 65 unit test files
containing instances of 19 test smell types. Results show that tsDetect achieves a high detection accuracy with an average precision
score of 96% and an average recall score of 97%. tsDetect is publicly available, with a demo video, at: https://testsmells.github.io/
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INTRODUCTION

Quality assurance is a crucial driver in any software project, and
the success of the project depends on the quality aspects it exhibits,
meaning we need to optimize these aspects. Software testing is one
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BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

we provide the community with a tool that can be integrated into
the development workflow to automate the identification of bad unit
testing practices early during the system’s development lifecycle.
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TSDETECT ARCHITECTURE

tsDetect is implemented as an open-source, command line-based
tool that is available as a standalone Java jar file. By providing
tsDetect as a self-contained executable file rather than a plugin
(which is part of our future work), users are not required to have a
specific Integrated Development Environment (IDE) installed on
their machine in order to detect smells in their test code. Similar to
other code smell and defect detection tools such as PMD and FindBugs, offering tsDetect as an executable through the command
line facilitates its integration with modern continuous integration
frameworks, as well as its adoption in mining software repositories
and empirical studies in software engineering.
In addition to the tsDetect detection mechanism, we incorporate supplementary modules to automate the entire detection
workflow. These modules support the detection process by parsing
the input source files to detect unit test files (and their corresponding production files) in the project hierarchy. A high-level overview
of the architecture of tsDetect is depicted in Figure 1. In ① and ②,
the test and production files are identified from the project structure.
In ③ and ④, tsDetect checks if the test files exhibits test smells. In
⑤, the results from the test smell detection process are saved. In the
following subsections, we describe the detector and the mechanism
to distinguish test files and their corresponding production files.
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instances from various smell types. Analysis of our tool has shown
that tsDetect is able to correctly detect test smells with a precision
score ranging from 85% to 100% and a recall score from 90% to 100%
with an average F-score of 96.5%.
Furthermore, we have utilized tsDetect to perform a large-scale
empirical study on open-source Android applications (apps) and traditional Java systems [22]. Our study investigated the occurrences
and distribution of the 19 test smells on 656 open-source Android
apps, including a comparison of smell type occurrence with traditional Java systems. In a subsequent study [26], we explored the
impact and relationship between refactoring operations and test
smells, detected by tsDetect, in 250 open-source Android apps.
Open source tool and documentation. The tsDetect
project’s website [4] includes the tool source code, along with
a demonstration video and documentation on how to use it. The
website also contains examples and general information about test
smells. Additionally, tsDetect has received increasing interest
on GitHub from the development and research communities in
the form of forks and feedback on how to improve our tool and
make it more practical. We encourage the community to contribute
improvements and extensions to tsDetect.
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Test smells represent deviations from well-established testing practices and guidelines on how test cases should be designed, implemented, and how they should interact with each other. The
detection of such potential deviations is typically a tedious, manual,
and error-prone task for developers and testers. Effective detection
of test smells requires expertise from developers to inspect, understand, and run the test to be able to correctly detect the violations.
The goal of implementing tsDetect is to provide developers
with an automated approach for optimizing the quality of their test
suites. tsDetect has the ability to detect 19 smells occurring in
JUnit based unit test files, some of which have been highlighted in
existing literature as being problematic [9, 17, 30, 32]. The list of
detected smells supported by tsDetect is reported in Table 1 along
with their definitions/detection rules. In summary, tsDetect analyzes the test suite for the existence of certain violations to xUnit
testing guidelines [16, 17]. Even though all test smells detected by
the tool apply to any Java-based system, one smell, namely Default
Test, is specific to Android applications. For the sake of space limitations, we provide the necessary background information about
the smells supported by tsDetect in our prior study [22]. Additionally, our project’s website [4] contains examples of real-world
code snippets that exhibit each of the supported smell types.
The detected test smells by tsDetect provides valuable support
for developers. Our prior work [22] has shown the prevalence of
these smells in open-source systems, indicating the difficulty of
developers to remove them from the codebase during the lifetime
of the project. Furthermore, in our previous qualitative analysis
[22] in which we reached out to developers whose test files exhibit
a test smell detected by tsDetect, most of the surveyed developers
confirmed that the test files identified by tsDetect did contain
instances of bad unit testing programming practices. Additionally,
based on the output of our tool, some of these developers made
necessary corrections to their code based on the findings. Hence, to
ensure that unit tests are of high-quality and maintenance-friendly,
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Figure 1: High-level architecture of tsDetect
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TEST SMELL DETECTION

We followed a strategy design pattern in implementing the detection
mechanism for test smells (UML class diagrams are available on the
project website). Each smell is implemented and runs independently
of other smells. The detection strategy of each smell type is selfcontained within its own module. This design pattern also enables
the seamless addition of new smell detectors in the future. Internally,
tsDetect calls the JavaParser [12] library to parse the source code
files. JavaParser builds an AST from the unit test file that is under
analysis. The AST is then analyzed by each of the available smell
detection modules based on the detection rules defined in Table 1.
Depending on the type of smell being detected, we override the
appropriate visit() method to perform the detection. For example,
in the case of detecting the Redundant Print smell, we first create a
MethodDeclaration visitor to identify all test methods in the class.
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Table 1: Summary of the test smell detection rules built-in tsDetect
Detection Rule
A test method contains more than one assertion statement without an explanation/message (parameter in the assertion method)
A test method that contains one or more control statements (i.e., if, switch, conditional expression, for, foreach and while statement)
A test class that contains a constructor declaration
A test class is named either ‘ExampleUnitTest’ or ‘ExampleInstrumentedTest’
A test method that contains more than one assertion statement with the same parameters
A test method contains multiple calls to multiple production methods
A test method that does not contain a single executable statement
A test method that contains either a throw statement or a catch clause
Not all fields instantiated within the setUp method of a test class are utilized by all test methods in the same test class
A test method or class that contains the @Ignore annotation
Multiple test methods calling the same production method
An assertion method that contains a numeric literal as an argument
A test method containing object instances of files and databases classes
A test method that invokes either the print or println or printf or write method of the System class
A test method that contains an assertion statement in which the expected and actual parameters are the same
A test method utilizes an instance of a File class without calling the method exists(), isFile() or notExists() methods of the object
A test method invokes the toString() method of an object
A test method that invokes the Thread.sleep() method
A test method that does not contain a single assertion statement and @Test(expected) annotation parameter
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Test Smell
Assertion Roulette
Conditional Test Logic
Constructor Initialization
Default Test
Duplicate Assert
Eager Test
Empty Test
Exception Handling
General Fixture
Ignored Test
Lazy Test
Magic Number Test
Mystery Guest
Redundant Print
Redundant Assertion
Resource Optimism
Sensitive Equality
Sleepy Test
Unknown Test
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TSDETECT APPLICABILITY

Practitioners. We envision developers integrating tsDetect
into their development toolset and workflow. For example, by integrating it into their build process, developers will be notified of
smells in their test code before either committing the file into the
repository or generating a production release. Furthermore, in our
previous work [22], we reported smells detected by tsDetect to
120 developers, from various open-source systems. We received
responses from 50 developers, with most developers confirming
that the programming constructs we highlighted in their code are
indeed examples of test smells, and that they will take corrective
actions to fix them.
Researchers. With the capability of batch-based analysis, tsDetect can be used by researchers in empirical studies on software
quality and maintenance. As previously stated, we have utilized
tsDetect in empirical studies of open-source systems [22, 26].
Additionally, tsDetect has also been utilized by the research community in the study of test smells. Schvarcbacher et al. [29] integrate
tsDetect into a code quality monitoring system to study reactions
to test smells. Spadini et al. [31] use tsDetect in their study of
severity rating of test smells and their impact on the maintainability
of test suites. In a study on the evolution of test smells, Kim [14]
uses tsDetect to show that test smells persist in systems even
though developers refactor the code.
Educators. tsDetect can also be used by software engineering
educators in the classroom to teach students the importance of
designing high quality, maintenance-friendly test suites. As an
example, tsDetect is being used as part of an activity in a software
testing course offered by the Department of Software Engineering
at Rochester Institute of Technology1 .
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Next, for each detected test method, we create a MethodCallExpr
visitor to examine the methods being called within the test method.
Finally, for each called method, we check if the name of the method
matches a Java print method to determine if the file is smelly.
On completion, the results are saved into a Comma-Separated
Values (CSV) file. For each smell type, tsDetect outputs a boolean
value indicating if the smell is present or not in the file. We decided
on a CSV format for output as this format is technology independent
and permits users to import the data into a database system of their
choice for ease of analysis.
Test File Detection. JUnit recommends that developers follow
the naming convention [13] of either pre-pending or appending the
word ‘Test’ to the name of the production file that is to be tested
(i.e., Test*.java and *Test.java). Our tool first identifies all ‘.java’ files
where the filename either starts or ends with the word ‘test’. Next,
for each of the identified Java source files, the tool parses its AST
using JavaParser. The purpose of using the AST is twofold. First,
we are able to eliminate Java files that contain syntax errors, and
secondly, we are able to accurately detect if the file contained JUnitbased unit test methods. For a file to contain a unit test method, the
method should have a public access modifier, and either has an
annotation called @Test (JUnit 4) or the method name should start
with ‘test’ (JUnit 3).
Production File Detection. In order to detect some test smells,
e.g., Eager Test and Lazy Test, the production file associated with
the unit test file is required. To identify the production file, we
explore the project structure to search for files that have the same
name as the test file, but without the word ‘test’. Next, for each
production file we identified, the tool generates its corresponding
AST to ensure that the file is syntactically correct.
tsDetect Usage. As a command line tool, tsDetect can be executed via the following command:

java -jar .\TestSmellDetector.jar <path_to_test_files>
Once tsDetect has been started, it requires no further user
intervention. After the detection process is completed, a CSV file
containing the results of the detection process will be created and
returned as output.
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EVALUATION

We conducted an empirical study on the effectiveness of tsDetect
in correctly detecting test smells, in terms of precision and recall.
As there are no existing datasets containing information for all the
supported smells, we decided to construct our own validation set.
1 https://www.se.rit.edu/
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Table 2: Test smell detection correctness of tsDetect

Smell Type
Assertion Roulette
Conditional Test Logic
Constructor Initialization
Default Test
Duplicate Assert
Eager Test
Empty Test
Exception Handling
General Fixture
Ignored Test
Lazy Test
Magic Number Test
Mystery Guest
Redundant Print
Redundant Assertion
Resource Optimism
Sensitive Equality
Sleepy Test
Unknown Test
Average
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# smell # detected | corrected
Precision Recall F-Score
instances
instances
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
−

19
20
20
20
21
20
20
20
21
20
22
20
20
20
23
20
20
18
21

| 18
| 20
| 20
| 20
| 18
| 20
| 20
| 20
| 20
| 20
| 20
| 20
| 19
| 20
| 20
| 20
| 18
| 18
| 18
−

94.74% 90.00%
100% 100%
100% 100%
100% 100%
85.71% 90.00%
100% 100%
100% 100%
100% 100%
95.24% 100%
100% 100%
90.91% 100%
100% 100%
95.00% 95.00%
100% 100%
85.96% 100%
100% 100%
90.00% 90.00%
100% 90.00%
85.71% 90.00%
96.01% 97.11%

92.31%
100%
100%
100%
87.80%
100%
100%
100%
97.56%
100%
95.24%
100%
95.00%
100%
93.02%
100%
90.00%
94.74%
87.80%
96.50%

RELATED WORK

Research on test smells has proposed test smells, conducted empirical studies on projects related to test smells, and proposed tools
for the detection of test smells. In this section, we focus only on
peer-reviewed studies that are related to test smell detection tools.
Breugelmans et al. [7] built a tool, TestQ, which allows developers to visually explore test suites and quantify test smells. Similarly,
Koochakzadeh et al. [15] built a Java plugin, TeCRevis, for the
visualization of redundant tests. Neukirchen et al. [18] created TRex, a tool that detects violations of test cases to the Testing and
Test Control Notation (TTCN-3). In other studies, Greiler et al. [9]
introduced new test smells related to test fixtures and also built a
detection tool, TestHound, as part of their research. In a subsequent study [10], the authors extended the tool to mine Git and SVN
repositories for test fixture smells. Reichhart et al. [28] proposed
a tool for the detection of test smells in Smalltalk. Zang et al. [33]
built DTDetector to detect dependent tests. Bavota et al. [6] built
a tool that can detect nine types of test smells, while Palomba et
al. [21] devised a tool for detecting three types of test smells by
means of textual analysis. As described, there exist multiple test
smell detection tools; hence a single tool that can detect a variety
of smells will help with developer productivity.
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We start by randomly selecting test files (and their corresponding
production files) from 656 open-source Android apps, hosted on FDroid [8]. We ensured that these apps were not duplicated or forked
by verifying the uniqueness of the source URL and commit SHA.
Due to space constraints, we provide the details of these projects
on our website [4]. We then use the definition of test smells to
identify them in the source files. Upon the identification of smells
in a test file, we tag it along with its corresponding production
file and the types of smells its exhibits. We keep this process of
manually analyzing files and annotating them until we reach 20
infected instances per smell. This process resulted in a total of 65
annotated files.
Next, to ensure an unbiased annotation process, we performed a
manual analysis by involving another set of reviewers to review the
existing annotated set. We involved 39 graduate and undergraduate
students from the Department of Software Engineering at Rochester
Institute of Technology to manually review the same files for the
existence of test smells. All participants volunteered to participate
in the experiment and were familiar with Java programming, unit
testing, and quality assurance concepts. The experience of these
participants with Java development ranged from 2 to 11 years,
which includes exposure to developing unit tests. Prior to the review
process, the participants were provided with a 75-minute tutorial
on test smells along with reference materials. To reduce the effect
of bias, participants were randomly grouped into groups of three,
resulting in a total of 13 groups. Each group was provided with ten
test files. The number of smell types exhibited by each file ranged
from one to six. On average, each file contained three smell types.
However, the participants were not informed of the type or count
of smells contained in their set of test files.
To further protect from bias, we provided each smell type to at
least two groups. Each group was asked to annotate each of the
assigned files with the smell they think it contains. The participants
were offered a period of three days to submit their survey results.
When reviewing the survey results, we noticed two cases from the
same group where there was no agreement about the existence
of a Mystery Guest. There was no consensus between the group
members on whether they should consider a service API call a
guest in part because it is not mentioned in the provided definition.
Therefore, we decided to filter out these two cases, and we replaced
them with two other manually identified mystery guests which
were reviewed again by the group. This process generated a revised
annotated set that we use as our oracle for testing the detection
accuracy. We next ran our tool on the same set of test files and then
compared our results against the oracle. For each smell type, we
constructed a confusion matrix and calculated the precision, recall,
accuracy, and F-Score.
Table 2 reports the detection results for each smell type. As
shown in the table, tsDetect achieves a high level of correctness
with F-Scores ranging from 87.8% to 100%. For the cases where
the tool did not achieve 100%, we investigate the slight mismatch
between the tool and the human decision. We had only one case
where our tool did not detect a smell, and we had to refine our
detection rule. The other cases were related to the human interpretation of the smell definition, and that is why developers can update
the default rules to better match what they consider as problematic.
The dataset used in this experiment is available on our website [4].
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we introduced tsDetect, an open-source tool that
can detect 19 types of test smells occurring in JUnit-based test
suites. We also described the architecture of tsDetect, the ease of
integrating new smell types into the tool, and its use in research
studies by the community. To evaluate our tool, we conducted a set
of experiments on the soundness of tsDetect. The results show
that our tool achieves a high performance in terms of F-score with
an average of 96.5% on all the considered test smells types.
Our future work includes improvements/extensions to the tool.
The next step will be to integrate tsDetect with common IDEs in
the form of a plugin. We aim to extend tsDetect to new types of
test smells, such as those showing up in the naming practices of
the test. This will leverage existing research on naming practices
[5, 11, 19, 23–25] to study tests and determine when these practices are smelly. Finally, we encourage the community to download
tsDetect and contribute to its improvement and extension.
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